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We study transition semigroups and Kolmogorov equations corresponding to
stochastic semilinear equations on a Hilbert space H. It is shown that the transition
semigroup is strongly continuous and locally equicontinuous in the space of poly-
nomially increasing continuous functions on H when endowed with the so-called
mixed topology. As a result we characterize cores of certain second order differen-
tial operators in such spaces and show that they have unique extensions to gener-
ators of strongly continuous semigroups.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a stochastic semilinear equation
(1.1) {dX=(AX+F(X)) dt+- Q dW,X(0)=x,
on a separable real Hilbert space H. Under the appropriate assumptions
listed below this equation has a unique solution which defines an H-valued
Feller process. Typically, H=L2(O) for a certain bounded domain O/Rn
and A is a realization of a strongly elliptic operator with appropriate
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boundary conditions. The Markov family (X( } , x)), where X(0, x)=x,
defines the transition semigroup Pt,(x)=E,(X(t, x)) on the space of
bounded continuous functions ,: H  R. One may expect that the function
u(t, x)=Pt ,(x) is a unique solution of the Kolmogorov equation
(1.2) {
u
t
(t, x)=
1
2
tr(QD2u(t, x))+(Ax+F(x), Du(t, x)) ,
u(0, x)=,(x),
where D and D2 stand for the first and second Fre chet derivatives respec-
tively, and that u(t, } ) converges to ,( } ) in the topology of a function space
in which this equation is considered. In an abstract language the question
is about the strong continuity of the transition semigroup (Pt) at t=0. In
general, this convergence cannot hold in the sup-norm; see [2, 5, 17, 18]
for more detailed discussion of this phenomenon. A natural question arises
how to relax the topology on the space of continuous functions in order to
make the semigroup locally equicontinuous and strongly continuous at
zero. To the best of our knowledge this problem has been considered for
the first time in [2], when the so-called K-convergence has been intro-
duced. The sequence (,n) of bounded uniformly continuous functions was
said to be K-convergent if the functions were uniformly bounded in sup-
norm and uniformly convergent on compact subsets of H. A similar con-
cept of bp-convergence of measurable functions is introduced in [10]. This
concept has been applied to the study of transition semigroups correspond-
ing to Eq. (1.1) in [24]. However, the question if there exists any (sequen-
tially) complete locally convex topology for which convergent sequences
are precisely K-convergent sequences remained open. It has been recently
shown in [17] that on the space of bounded uniformly continuous func-
tions there exists a locally convex topology whose convergent sequences
coincide with K-convergent sequences, but the proof was not constructive.
It was also shown in [17] that such a topology can not be complete.
The point of departure for this paper is the observation that if the space
of bounded uniformly continuous functions is replaced with the space of
bounded (and even polynomially increasing) continuous functions, then the
so-called mixed topology introduced in [20] and described in more detail
in Section 2, makes this space locally convex and complete. Moreover, con-
vergent sequences of the mixed topology are precisely the K-convergent
sequences of [2], [3]. The origins of the mixed topology go back to the
so-called two norm spaces considered by Alexiewicz in [1] and even earlier
by Fichtenholz in [11]. Later this topology has been studied in the
topological measure theory. For survey of results on the mixed and some
other related topologies see a survey paper [19]. To the best of our
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knowledge it has never been noticed that the mixed topology arises in a
natural way when one wants to study solutions of Kolmogorov equations
in spaces of continuous functions.
Let Cm(H ) denote the space of real-valued continuous functions on H
such that
sup
x # H
|,(x)|
1+&x&m
<.
We show that the transition semigroup (Pt), when considered in Cm (H ) is
strongly continuous at zero and locally equicontinuous with respect to the
mixed topology. Once this is established, all the standard properties of such
semigroups as discussed in [16, 21] follow. Therefore, one can apply
various results on approximation and perturbations of strongly continuous
semigroups to study Eq. (1.2) and its nonlinear generalizations, in par-
ticular, HamiltonJacobi equations corresponding to the optimal control of
stochastic partial differential equations.
Let us note that semigroups of operators on locally convex spaces were
considered in a very general formulation in important papers [14, 15],
where existence of resolvent in an appropriate sense was studied, but it
seems that the results obtained there are not applicable in our case.
In this paper we focus on a linear equation (1.2) under the following set
of assumptions.
Hypothesis 1.1. (A1) The process (Wt) defined on a stochastic basis
(0, F, (Ft), P) is a cylindrical Wiener process on H. We assume that
Q=Q*0 is a bounded operator on H.
(A2) The operator A generates a strongly continuous semigroup
S(t), t0, of bounded operators on H; in particular there exist constants
M1 and ; # R such that
&S(t)&Me;t.
Moreover, the operators
Qt=|
t
0
S(s) QS*(s) ds
are of trace class.
(A3) There exists l>0 such that for all x, y # H
&F(x)&F( y)&l &x& y&.
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Under conditions (A1)(A3) we establish strong continuity and local
equicontinuity of the transition semigroup (Pt) in the spaces Cm(H ), m0,
equipped with the mixed topology. Once the strong continuity of the tran-
sition semigroup is established, we are able to identify, in some cases, the
core of the generator of the semigroup (Pt). If F=0, then under (A1) and
(A2) we show that the space D0 studied in [4] is a core for the generator
of the transition semigroup denoted in this case by (Rt). As a consequence
we find that the differential operator
L0,(x)= 12 tr(QD
2,(x))+(Ax, D,(x)) , x # dom(A),
defined on the core D0 of appropriately chosen cylindrical functions has a
unique extension to a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. If F
is bounded, the semigroup (Rt) is strongly Feller and it satisfies condition
(5.2) from Section 5 then we obtain the same result in a more general case:
the operator
LF0 ,(x)=
1
2 tr(QD
2,(x))+(Ax+F(x), D,(x)), x # dom(A),
defined on D0 has a unique extension to a generator of a strongly con-
tinuous and locally equicontinuous semigroup in Cm(H ) for all m0.
Finally we consider the case of linearly increasing F with the uniformly
bounded Fre chet derivative. Assuming in addition that Q is boundedly
invertible, we show again that D0 is a core for LF0 and the uniqueness of the
corresponding strongly continuous semigroup follows. These uniqueness
results seem to be new.
2. TOPOLOGIES ON SPACES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
For x # H let
\m(x)=
2
1+&x&m
, m=0, 1, ...
and let Y be a Banach space. For a function ,: H  Y we define the norm
(2.1) &,&m=sup
x # H
(\m(x) &,(x)&).
Then the space Cm (H, Y) is defined as the Banach space of continuous
functions ,: H  Y such that &,&m<. If Y=R then we write Cm (H ). If
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,: H  Y is k times Fre chet differentiable with Dk, continuous then we
define
&,&k, m=&,&m+&D,&m+ } } } +&Dk,&m
and Ckm(H, Y)=[, # Cm (H, Y) : &,&k, m<], where &D
k,(x)& is the
sup-norm of the bounded k-linear form Dk,(x): H_ } } } _H  R.
In the same way we define a scale of Banach spaces of uniformly
continuous Y-valued functions
UC km(H, Y)=[, # Cm (H, Y) : \mD
j, u.c. for j=0, 1, ... k],
where u.c. above stands for uniformly continuous. For any compact K/H
we define the seminorm
pm, K (,)=sup
x # K
|\m (x) ,(x)|.
The norm topology on Cm (H ) and UCm (H ) will be denoted by {Um and by
{Cm we will denote the locally convex topology on Cm (H ) and UCm (H )
determined by the family of seminorms [ pm, K : K compact]. We will need
another topology on Cm (H ) introduced in a more general framework in
[20]. If (Kn) is an arbitrary sequence of compact subsets of H and (an) is
a sequence of positive numbers such that limn   an=0 then we define the
seminorm
pm, (Kn), (an)(,)=sup
n1
(an pm, Kn(,)).
Definition 2.1. The locally convex topology on Cm(H ) defined by the
family of seminorms
[ pm, (Kn), (an) : Kn /H compact, 0<an  0],
will be called the mixed topology and denoted by {Mm .
A detailed study of the mixed topology (and other related topologies) on
more general spaces may be found in a survey paper [19]. Clearly,
{Cm{
M
m {
U
m .
Below we collect, for the reader’s convenience, some basic properties of the
mixed topology which will be used for the analysis of transition semigroups
in the next sections.
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Proposition 2.2.
(a) The set B/Cm(H ) is bounded in the topology {Mm if and only if it
is bounded in the topology {Um . For every {
U
m -bounded set B
(2.2) {Mm | B=.{
C
m | B.
(b) The space (Cm (H ), {Mm ) is complete.
Proof. For the proof of (a) see [20].
(b) To prove completeness take a Cauchy net ( f:)/(Cm (H ), {Mm ).
Then for every seminorm pm, (Kn), (an) and =>0 there exists :0 such that for
all :, ;:0
pm, (Kn), (an) ( f:& f;)<=.
Hence the net ( f:) is pointwise convergent to a certain
f =lim
:
f: ,
and we find that pm, (Kn), (an) ( f:& f )<= for : sufficiently large. We will show
that & f &m<. Indeed, assume that there exists a sequence (xn), such that
|\m (xn) f (xn)|>n. For an=n&12
pm, [xn], (an) ( f:& f )<=, ::0 ,
and thereby
1
- n
\m (xn) | f:0 (xn)|+=- n,
which is a contradiction. It follows that ( f:) is uniformly bounded in
Cm (H ). Since the topology {Mm coincides with {
C
m on balls it follows that
( f:) is a Cauchy net in the topology {Cm and therefore f is continuous. K
The next proposition shows that the convergence of sequences in the
topology {Mm is precisely the so-called K-convergence studied in [24].
Proposition 2.3. A sequence (,n)/Cm(H ) is {Mm -convergent to , # Cm (H )
if and only if
sup
n1
&,n&m<
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and
lim
n  
,n=, in the topology {Cm .
Proof. For the proof see [20]. K
The next result is a slight extension of the fact proved in [20].
Proposition 2.4. Let E be a locally convex space and let T be an arbitrary
family of linear mappings T: Cm (H )  E. The family T is {Mm -equicontinuous
if and only if the family
[T : (B, {Cm)  E, T # T]
is equicontinuous for every bounded set B/Cm(H ).
Proof. Assume that T : (B1 , {Cm)  E are {
M
m -equicontinuous on the unit
ball B1 of Cm (H ). Then for each n1 the mappings T | Bn are equicon-
tinuous in the topology {Cm , where Bn denotes the centred at zero ball of
radius n in Cm (H ). Let V/E be a neighbourhood of zero. Then there
exists a sequence (Vn) of neighbourhoods of zero in E such that
V1+ } } } +Vn /V
for every n1. Hence, for every n1 there exists a a neighbourhood of
zero Un # {Cm such that
T(Un & Bn)/Vn , T # T,
where
Un=[, # Cm(H ) : pm, Kn(,)<=n]
for a certain compact set Kn /H and =n>0. Let
U= .

n=1
(U1 & B1+ } } } +Un & Bn).
Since
T(U1 & B1+ } } } +Un & Bn)/V1+ } } } Vn /V
for all T # T, we find that T(U)/V for all T # T. Finally, it has been
shown in [20] that U contains a {Mm -neighbourhood of zero and the proof
is finished. K
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Theorem 2.5. Let B be a bounded subset of the space Cm (H ). Then B
is relatively {Mm -compact if and only if it is equicontinuous on every compact
subset of H.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 it is enough to prove that B is relatively
{Cm -compact if and only if it is equicontinuous on every compact subset of
H but this property follows immediately from an appropriate version of the
Ascoli theorem, see, e.g., Theorem 8.2.11 in [9]. K
In Section 4 we will need to approximate elements of Cm (H ) by elements
of some smaller classes of functions which will be defined now. Let K/H
be a dense linear subspace of H. Then we define the space FC 20(K) of
functions ,: C0(H )  R such that
,(x)= f ((x, k1) , ..., (x, kn) ),
where f # C 20(R
n), ki # K, and n1. Here C 20(R
n) denotes the space of C 2
functions f : Rn  R such that f, Df and D2 f are uniformly bounded. Let
FC c (K)=[, # FC
2
0(K) : f # C

c (R
n)],
where C c (R
n) denotes the space of C functions on Rn with compact
supports.
Lemma 2.6. Let K/H be a dense linear subspace of H. Then the space
FC c (K) is {
M
m -dense in Cm(H ) for all m=0, 1, ... .
Proof. Let , # Cm(H ), m0, and let, for n1,
,n(x)={
,(x) if &x&n,
, \ nx&x&+ if &x&>n.
Then &,n&m&,&m , hence the sequence (,n) is {Mm -convergent to ,. It
follows that C0 (H ) is {Mm -dense in Cm (H ) and it is enough to prove the
lemma for m=0. Let (Pn) be a sequence of finite dimensional projections
in H such that Pn (H )/K and Pn  I strongly. If we define ,n=, b Pn then
&,n&0&,&0 . Moreover, since Pn  I uniformly on any compact K/H,
we obtain that
lim
n  
pK (,n&,)=0.
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It follows from Proposition 2.3 that (,n) is {Mm -convergent to ,. We can
identify ,n with the continuous function gn : Rn  R defined by the formula
gn (‘1 , ..., ‘n)=,n \ :
n
k=1
‘kek+ ,
where (ek)/K is an orthonormal basis in H. By mollifying and truncating
gn we obtain functions gn, k # C c (R
n) approximating gn uniformly on
compact sets in Rn. Let
,n, k(x)= gn, k((x, e1) , ..., (x, en) ).
Then &,n, k&0&,&0 and for every n1 there exists a sequence (knj ) such
that ,n, k nj  ,n for j  . By the diagonal procedure we find a sequence
(,n, kn) which converges to , uniformly on compacts, which concludes the
proof. K
Remark 2.7. It has been shown in [20] that the topology {Mm is the
strongest linear topology on Cm (H ) which agrees with the topology {Cm on
every norm bounded set of Cm (H ). It follows easily from this property that
{Mm is the weakest linear topology on Cm(H ) such that Proposition 2.4
holds.
For the reader’s convenience we end up this section with the following
approximation result which will be useful later.
Theorem 2.8 [12]. Let A/C0(H ) be an algebra which separates points
of H and does not vanish at any point of H. Then A is {Mm -dense in C0(H ).
3. PRELIMINARIES ON STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
We say that an (Ft)-predictable H-valued process X( } , x) is a solution to
Eq. (1.1) if for every t0
|
t
0
&X(s, x)& ds<, P-a.s.
and
(3.1)
X(t, x)=S(t) x+|
t
0
S(t&s) F(X(s, x)) ds+|
t
0
S(t&s) - Q dW(s), P-a.s.
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Note that due to Assumption (A2) the stochastic integral in (3.1) is well
defined. If (A1), (A2), (A3) hold then by the results in Chapter 7 of [7]
there exists a unique solution X to (3.1) for every x # H. If F=0 then we
denote by Z a solution to the linearized version of (1.1):
(3.2) Z(t, x)=S(t) x+|
t
0
S(t&s) - Q dW(s).
Again by (A2) the process Z( } , x) is well-defined for all x # H and for every
t0 and x # H the random variable Z(t, x) has the Gaussian N(S(t) x, Qt)
distribution.
The next proposition provides exponential estimates for the moments of
the process &X(t, x)& which will be used to show that the resolvent of the
corresponding transition semigroup is well defined. The proposition is
basically well known but not easily available in the form we need.
Proposition 3.1. Let X( } , x) be a unique solution of Eq. (3.1). Then for
every p1 the following hold.
(a) There exist constants C1 ( p)>0 and #( p)0 depending also on
M, ;, Q and F, such that
(3.3) E &X(t, x)& pC1( p) et#( p)(1+&x& p).
(b) For any T>0 there exists CT, p>0 such that
(3.4) sup
tT
E &X(t, x)&X(t, y)& pCT, p &x& y& p.
Proof. (a) We show first that for ;0 and all t0
(3.5) tr(Qt)Ce2;t,
where C does not depend on t. Let
q=|
1
0
&S(s) Q12&22 ds.
If ;>0 then for any t>0, denoting by n=[t] the largest integer in t,
tr(Qt)=|
t
0
&S(s) Q12&22 ds :
n
i=0
|
i+1
i
&S(s) Q12&22 ds
 :
n
i=0
M 2e2(i+1) ; |
1
0
&S(s) Q12&22 ds
qM 2e2;
e2;&1
e2;(t+1),
which concludes the proof of (3.5). For ;=0 the proof is similar.
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We prove (3.3) for ;>0 only. Putting
Z0t =|
t
0
S(t&s) - Q dW(s)
we obtain
(3.6) &X(t, x)&&S(t) x&+|
t
0
&S(t&s)& &F(X(s, x))& ds+&Z0t &,
and therefore for CF=max(l, &F(0)&)
&X(t, x)&Me;t &x&+MCF;&1(e;t&1)
+MCF |
t
0
e;(t&s) &X(s, x)& ds+&Z0t &.
It follows that
e&;t &X(t, x)&M &x&+MCF ;&1+MCF |
t
0
e&;s &X(s, x)& ds+&Z0t &.
In the sequel c1 , c2 , c3 will denote various generic constants which depend
on M, CF , ;, Q1 and p only. Putting :(t)=M &x&+MCF;&1+&Z0t & and
invoking the Gronwall inequality (see, for example, [10, p. 498]) we obtain
e&;t &X(t, x)&:(t)+MCF |
t
0
eMCF (t&s) :(s) ds,
and therefore the Ho lder inequality yields
&X(t, x)& pc1e p;t: p(t)+c2 e p(;+MCF ) t |
t
0
e&MC F s: p(s) ds.
Since for every p1
E &Z0t &
p_p(tr(Qt)) p2,
where _p>0 is an absolute constant, invoking (3.5) we find that
E: p(s)c3(1+&x& p) e p;t,
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and therefore
E &X(t, x)& p(1+&x& p) \c1 c3e2p;t+c2c3 e p(;+MCF ) t |
t
0
e( p;&MCF ) sds+ ,
with C2=c1c3 and C2=c2c3 , which concludes the proof of (a).
(b) The estimate (3.4) is well known; see [7].
4. TRANSITION SEMIGROUPS IN MIXED TOPOLOGY
By the results in [7] the solution to (3.1) defines a Markov process
on H. For , # Cm (H ) we define
(4.1) Pt ,(x)=E,(X(t, x)), t0, x # H.
We have
(4.2) Pt ,(x)=|
H
,( y) +Ft (x, dy),
where +Ft (x, B)=P(X(t, x) # B) for any Borel set B/H.
Recall that the semigroup (Pt) is called locally equicontinuous if for
every T>0 the family of operators [Ps : sT] is equicontinuous. Thus
(Pt) is locally {Mm -equicontinuous if for every T>0, =>0 and every semi-
norm pm, (Kn), (an) there exists a seminorm pm, (Cn), (bn) and $>0 such that for
every sT
pm, (Kn), (an)(Ps,)<= if pm, (Cn), (bn)(,)<$.
The semigroup (Pt) is said to be strongly {Mm -continuous if Pt,  , in {
M
m
as t  0+ for every , # Cm(H ), i.e., for every seminorm pm, (Kn), (an)
lim
t  0+
pm, (Kn), (an)(Pt,&,)=0, , # Cm(H ).
It has been shown in [16] that in a locally convex barrelled space every
semigroup is locally equicontinuous. The space (Cm(H ), {Mm ) is not
barrelled as shown in [20] but the semigroup (Pt) is locally equicon-
tinuous as shown in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.1. (a) For every m0 there exists C(m)>0 such that
(4.3) &Pt ,&mC(m) e#(m) t &,&m , , # Cm (H ).
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(b) The semigroup (Pt) is strongly continuous and locally equicon-
tinuous in the space (Cm(H ), {Mm ).
Proof. We will show first (4.3). If &,&m< then
sup
x # H
(\m(x) |Pt ,(x)| )sup
x # H
(\m(x) E |,(X(t, x))| )
&,&m sup
x # H \\m (x) E \
1
\m (X(t, x))++ .
Therefore by Proposition 3.1
&Pt,&m&,&m sup
x # H
(\m (x) 12 (1+C1 (m)(1+&x&
m) e#(m) t)),
and (4.3) follows.
We will show local equicontinuity of (Pt). Let us fix T>0. In view of
Proposition 2.4 it is enough to show that the operators Pt : (B1 , {Cm) 
Cm(H, {Mm ) are continuous, uniformly in tT, on the unit ball B1 of
Cm (H ). By (4.3)
&Pt ,&mC1 (m) e# (m) T, tT, &,&m1,
and therefore we need to prove that the operator Pt : (B1 , {Cm)  Cm (H, {
C
m)
is continuous, uniformly in tT, on B1 . It follows from (3.4) that the set
of measures [+Ft (x, } ): tT, x # K] is relatively compact for any compact
set K/H. Therefore, for a given =>0 and a compact set K, there exists a
compact K0 /H such that
|
H&K0
1
\m ( y)
+Ft (x, dy)<
1
4
=
for every x # K and tT. Let , # Cm(H ), &,&m1. Then
|Pt ,(x)||
K0
|,( y)| +Ft (x, dy)+
1
4 =, x # K, tT.
It follows from (4.3) that
a= sup
x # H, tT \\m (x) |H (1+&y&m) +Ft (x, dy)+<.
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If pm, K0 (,)<
1
2a = then for all tT
pm, K (Pt,)=sup
x # K
(\m(x) |Pt,(x)| )<=
and the last estimate yields the desired conclusion.
It remains to show that for every , # Cm (H )
lim
t  0+
pm, (Kn), (an) (Pt,&,)=0.
Since (4.3) yields
sup
t1
&Pt,&m<,
it is enough, by Proposition 2.4, to show that for every compact K
(4.4) lim
t  0+
pm, K (Pt,&,)=0.
Assume first, that , # UC0 (H ) and let | denote its modulus of continuity.
It follows that
Pt ,(x)&,(x)=|
H
(,( y)&,(x)) + tF (x, dy)
and therefore for any r>0
|Pt ,(x)&,(x)||
&y&x&r
|,( y)&,(x)| +Ft (x, dy)
+|
&y&x&>r
|,( y)&,(x)| +Ft (x, dy)
|(r)+
2 &,&0
r2
E &X(t, x)&x&2.
Since for any compact K we have
lim
t  0+
sup
x # K
&S(t) x&x&=0,
it is easy to see that for any compact K
lim
t  0+
p0, K (Pt,&,)=0,
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hence (4.4) holds for , # UC0 (H ). To prove (4.4) for arbitrary , # Cm (H )
note first that by Lemma 2.3 the space UC0 (H ) is {Mm -dense in Cm (H ).
Given , # Cm (H ), take any  # UC0(H ). Since
Pt ,&,=Pt&+Pt(,&)+&,,
we obtain
lim sup
t  0+
pm, K (Pt,&,)pm, K (&,)+sup
t1
pm, K (Pt(&,)).
Now (4.4) follows easily from the local {Mm -equicontinuity of the semigroup
(Pt) on Cm(H ) and the {Mm -density of UC0(H ) in Cm(H ). K
Let
domm (LF)={, # Cm (H ) : limt  0
Pt ,&,
t
exists= ,
where the limit in the above definition is meant in the topology {Mm . For
, # domm (LF) we define
LF,=lim
t  0
Pt,&,
t
.
The operator LF is called a generator of the semigroup (Pt). If F=0 then
we write L instead of L0. It follows from chapter 9 of [21] that the
operator (LF, domm (LF)) is closed and densely defined in (Cm (H ), {Mm ).
Theorem 4.2. For every *>#(m) and , # Cm (H ) the Riemann integral
JF (*) ,=|

0
e&*tPt , dt
is well-defined and convergent in the topology {Mm . Moreover, the operator
JF (*): (Cm(H ), {Mm )  (Cm(H ), {
M
m )
is continuous and JF (*)=(*&LF)&1. Finally, for every *>#(m)
(4.5) &JF (*) ,&m
C(m)
*&#(m)
&,&m .
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Proof. For every , # Cm(H ) the function t  Pt, is continuous in the
topology {Mm by Theorem 4.1 and therefore the Riemann integral
|
a
0
e&*tPt , dt
is well-defined and finite for every a>0. The improper integral for a=
exists due to (4.3) which yields also (4.5). We will show that JF (*) is
{Mm &{
M
m continuous. In view of (4.5) the same arguments as in the proof
of Theorem 4.3 show that it is enough to prove {Cm&{
C
m continuity on the
unit ball of Cm(H ). Let =>0 and let T be defined by the condition
e&*T= 12 =. Then, for any compact K/H
pm, K (J Fm(*) ,)|
T
0
e&*tpm, K (Pt ,) dt+
1
4
=.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we may find a compact set K0
such that
|
H&K0
1
\m( y)
+Ft (x, dy)<
1
8
*=
for all x # K and tT. Hence
|Pt ,(x)||
K0
|,( y)| +Ft (x, dy)+
1
8
*=
and defining a in the same way as in the proof Theorem 4.1 we obtain
pm, K (JF (*) ,)<= if pm, K0 (,)<
=*
8a
,
which yields the desired conclusion. Finally, the identity JF(*)=(*&LF )&1
follows by standard arguments.
Remark 4.3. In [2] the pseudoresolvent J(*)=J0(*) has been defined
in (C0(H ), & }&0) and then the existence of the operator L such that
J(*)=(*&L)&1 followed from the general results on pseudoresolvents.
Since im(J(*))=dom(L)=dom(L) it follows that L=L in C0(H ).
Recall that a linear space D/domm (L) is called a core for L if for every
, # domm (L) we may find a net (,:)/D such that
(4.6) ,:  ,, and L,:  L,,
where the convergence is meant in the topology {Mm .
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Lemma 4.4. Let the space D/domm (LF) be {Mm -dense in Cm(H ) and
Pt(D)/D for all t0. Then D is a core for LF.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 1.9 in [8] provided for
C0 -semigroups on Banach spaces. Let , # domm (L). By (4.6) there exists a
net (,:)/D which is {Mm -convergent to ,. Let E denote the closure of D
with respect to the graph convergence (4.6). The Riemann integral
|
t
0
Ps,: ds
is well-defined in {Mm since the semigroup (Pt) is {
M
m -strongly continuous.
Next, by the results in [16] we have
(4.7) |
t
0
Ps,: ds # domm (L) and L |
t
0
Ps,: ds=Pt ,:&,: .
Hence
|
t
0
Ps,: ds # E.
In view of (4.7) it follows by the same arguments as in [8] that
|
t
0
Ps,: ds  |
t
0
Ps,
in the topology defined by (4.6) and therefore
|
t
0
Ps, # E.
Again using (4.7) we find that in the topology (4.6)
,t=
1
t |
t
0
Ps, dt  ,,
hence , # E, that is, E=domm (L). K
Let
D0=[, # FC 20(dom(A*)) : &( } , A*D,( } ))&0<].
For , # D0 the operator L0 is defined by the formula
L0,(x)= 12 tr(QD
2,(x))+(x, A*D,(x)) .
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If , # D0 then L0 , # C0(H ). The operator L0 with the domain D0 has been
introduced in [4].
Theorem 4.5. The generator L of the semigroup (Rt) in the space
(Cm(H ), {Mm ) defines a unique extension of the operator (L0 , D0) to a
generator of locally equicontinuous and strongly continuous semigroup of
operators. Moreover, D0 is a core for domm (L) for every m0.
Proof. We show first that the space D0 is {Mm -dense in Cm(H ) for every
m0. Essentially, this fact was proved in [4] by a direct and rather
involved method. By Lemma 2.6 the space C0(H ) is {Mm -dense in every
Cm(H ) for m1. Hence, it is enough to show that D0 is {Mm -dense in
C0(H ). Clearly D0 is an algebra and contains constants. We will show that
it separates points. Let x0 , y0 # H and x0 { y0 . Then there exists
h # dom(A*), such that (h, x0) {(h, y0) . Let f # C c (R) be such that
f ((h, x0) ){ f ((h, y0) ). Let Vn=(n&A)&1 for n>; and let
,n(x)=
f ((x, nVn*h) )
1+(x, Vn*h) 2
.
It is easy to check that (,n)/D0 and ,n(x) converges to f ((x, h) ) for
every x # H. It follows that for n sufficiently large ,n(x0){,n( y0) which
concludes the proof of density.
It has been shown in [4] that
(L0 , D0)/(L, domm(L)).
Let (Vt) be a locally equicontinuous and strongly continuous semigroup
with the generator
(N, domm (N))#(L0 , D0)
and let u(t, x)=Rt ,(x). Then for every , # D0 we have u(t) # D0 and
{
u
t
=L0u=Nu,
u(0, x)=,(x).
It follows that Rt,=Vt, for all t0 and , # D0 . Since Rt and Vt are con-
tinuous operators on Cm(H, {Mm ) we find that Rt=Vt for all t0. The last
part of the theorem follows from Lemma 4.4 K
Remark 4.6. Let
D1=[, # FC 20(dom(A*)) : &( } , A*D,( } ))&1<].
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If the semigroup (Rt) is considered in Cm (H ) for m1 then D1 is a core
for L for every m1. Indeed, the space D1 is invariant for Rt , t0.
Moreover, FC c (dom(A*))/D1 . Hence D1 is dense in Cm(H ) so we do
not need to invoke Theorem 2.8. Again Lemma 4.4 implies that D1 is a core
for L.
5. STRONGLY FELLER SEMIGROUPS
In this section we assume that the following assumptions are satisfied.
Hypothesis 5.1. For all t>0
(5.1) im(S(t))/im(Q12t ),
and for T>0
(5.2) |
T
0
&1t& dt<,
where 1t=Q&12t S(t) is well-defined and bounded if (5.1) holds.
For , # D0 we define the operator
B,(x)=(F(x), D,(x)) .
Theorem 5.2. Assume Hypothesis 5.1. If F is bounded then domm (LF)=
domm (L) for all m0 and
LF=L+B.
The space D0 is a {Mm -core for domm(L
F) for every m0 and LF is a unique
extension of the operator (L0+B, D0) to a generator of a strongly con-
tinuous and locally equicontinuous semigroup in Cm (H ).
Proof. It has been proved in [7] that for every , # C0(H ) and x # H
the function t  Pt ,(x) is a unique solution of the equation
(5.3) u(t, x)=Rt,(x)+|
t
0
Rt&s((F( } ), Du(s, } )) )(x) ds.
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A minor modification of the proof in [7] allows to extend this property to
, # Cm(H ). Since the integral in (5.3) converges in the topology {Mm , the
function t  Pt , is a unique solution of the equation
(5.4) u(t)=Rt ,+|
t
0
Rt&s((F( } ), Du(s, } )) ) ds
and , # C 1m(H ). Again, modifying the proof given in [7] for m=0 we
obtain
domm (LF)/C 1m(H ).
Let , # domm(L)/C 1m(H ). Then by (5.4)
lim
t  0
Pt,&,
t
=lim
t  0
Rt ,&,
t
+lim
t  0 \
1
t |
t
0
Rt&s((F( } ), DPs ,( } )) ) ds+
=L,+B,.
Hence , # domm (LF). Let , # domm (LF)/C 1m(H ). The same arguments as
above show that , # domm (L) and again LF,=L,+B,. This shows that
LF and L have the same domain and therefore the graph topologies
induced on domm(L) by L and LF are equivalent. Hence D0 is a core for
LF. It remains to show uniqueness. Assume that LV is an extension of
(L+B, D0) to a generator of the strongly continuous and locally equi-
continuous semigroup (V(t)). Since the operator LV is closed it follows
that LF/LV . Hence for all sufficiently large *>0 we have (*&LF)&1=
(*&LV)&1 and therefore Pt=Vt for all t0. K
In the last part of this section we partially extend the previous results to
the case of unbounded F. Some of the results given below are simple exten-
sions of similar facts proved in [13] under stronger assumptions. From
now on we assume that the following holds.
Hypothesis 5.3. Q has bounded inverse and F is Gateaux differentiable
with &DF&0<.
Let us recall that (A2) and Hypothesis 5.3 yield (5.1) and (5.2) with
&1t &c- t for c>0. Moreover, by the result in [6], Pt, # C 10(H ) for
, # C0(H ) and
(5.5) (DPt,(x), h) =
1
t
E(,(X(t, x) |
t
0
(Q&12Y x, hs , dWs) ),
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where Y x, yt is the unique solution of the Cauchy problem
{
dYx, h
dt
(t)=(A+DF(X(t, x))) Y x, h(t),
Yx, h(0)=h, t0.
Theorem 5.4. Assume that Hypothesis 5.3 holds. Then D0 is a core for
the generator LF of the semigroup (Pt) in Cm(H ) for every m1. It follows
that LF is the unique extension of the differential operator
LF0 ,(x)=L0+(F(x), D,(x)), , # D0
to a generator of strongly continuous semigroup.
Proof. Step 1. Let (Fn)/C 10(H, H ) be such that for x # H
lim
n  
Fn (x)=F(x), and lim
n  
DFn (x)=DF(x).
For n1 let Xn( } , x) be a unique solution of the equation
(5.6) {dX=(AX+Fn(X)) dt+- Q dW,X(0)=x,
and let Pnt ,(x)=E,(Xn(t, x)) be the corresponding transition semigroup.
Then for every m0, , # Cm(H ) and x # H
(5.7) lim
n  
Pnt ,(x)=Pt,(x) and lim
n  
DPnt ,(x)=DPt,(x).
The proof of (5.7) follows easily from (A4), (5.5), and the fact that for
every T<
lim
n  
sup
tT
E &Xn(t, x)&X(t, x)&2 dt=0.
It follows from (5.4) and (5.7) that supx # H &\m(x) DPt ,(x)&< for
, # Cm(H ). Moreover, using the same arguments as in [13] we obtain
(5.8) JF (*) ,(x)=J(*) ,(x)+J(*)((F, DJ F (*) ,) )(x),
for every x # H and *>#(m).
Step 2. Note first that by Lemma 4.4, dom0 (LF) is a core for LF in
every Cm(H ). Therefore, it is enough to find a net (,:)/D0 such that
,:  , and LF,:  LF, in the topology {Mm for every , # dom0(L
F). If
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, # dom0(LF) then for * sufficiently large ,=JF (*)  for a certain
 # C0(H ) and (F( } ), DJF( } )) # Cm(H ) by (5.8). Hence, (5.8) yields
,=JF (*) =J(*) +J(*)((F( } ), DJF (*) ( } )) )
in (Cm(H ), {Mm ). Since J(*)  # dom0(L), there exists a net ( f:)/D0 , such
that
(5.9) f:  J(*)  and :=(*&LF) f:  
in the topology {Mm . Let
,:=J(*) :+J(*)((F( } ), DJF (*) :( } )) ).
Then (F( } ), DJF (*) :( } )) is {Mm -convergent to (F( } ), DJ
F (*) ( } )) ,
hence ,: is {Mm convergent to ,. Since ,:=J
F (*) : , the first part of the
theorem follows from (5.9) and the second part follows by the same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. K
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